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About This Game

We think they came from space. We think they are evil. But, we know they have invaded the cities of Earth and made all life a
bummer, so they must be destroyed. However, they are impervious to all forms of conventional weaponry.

Fortunately for humanity, Dr. Klaus von Hammersphere has discovered the rare element AntiOrbium which sends the Evil Orbs
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back to whence they came (wherever that is) and he has invented a device that he affectionately calls the “Elementary Evil Orb
Disposal Device 2000” (EEODD 2000 for short) which can be used to shoot and deflect balls of AntiOrbium at the Orbs. He is

recruiting you to wield this device and save humanity. What do you say? Do you want to save humanity?

CONTROLS

Use your mouse to control the EEODD 2000 and fire balls of AntiOrbium at the Evil Orbs. Because AntiOrbium is a very rare
element, there is only so much to go around. Fortunately, you can also use the EEODD to control the balls after you have fired

them at the orbs and try to knock the balls back at remaining Orbs to maximize the amount of Orbs popped per each
AntiOrbium ball fired.

GAME

The Evil Orbs are devious and have utilized common materials from Earth to protect themselves from your barrage of
AntiOrbium.

As in any armed conflict between humans and mysterious Orb-like entities, Dr. Hammersphere is hard at work inventing special
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powerups for your EEODD 2000 to win the arms race with the Evil Orbs. Utilize these powerups in different combinations to
overcome whatever the Evil Orbs throw at you.

Once you have popped all the Evil Orbs in a city, the cloud of total bummerness will dissipate from the newly saved city, and
the residents will celebrate your victory with a party. But, no time for you to stand around celebrating, for you must save all 132

cities around the world in order to stop the Evil Orbs before they complete their plan for world domination.

Save a city by using fewer AntiOrbium balls, and Dr. Hammersphere will reward you with a medal for your thriftiness. Can you
earn gold medals on every level?

Along the way, you and Dr. Hammersphere just might solve the mystery of where the Evil Orbs came from in the first place.

Can you beat the Challenge Mode?

Challenge your friends and duel them either over the network or hotseat!

Save replays of your awesome shots and amaze your friends and family! Post them online and become the gaming star that you
have always imagined yourself to be!

Can you earn all 120 trophies?
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evil soul orbs elsword. evil orbs game. are evil orbs. evil magic orbs. evil soul orbs. are there evil orbs

Awesome game, It's honestly really addictive. It came at a great time too, since I was so bored. Great way to waste some time,
the chip-tune soundtrack is catchy too.. Wow have I had fun playing this game, I now shall tell the pros and cons

Pros-
Regular updates
Devs are active in community
Tons of blessings
Tons of synergies to find
Lots of unlockables and achievements
5 levels and bosses
Postgame mode
Tons of content
Nice learning curve
And tons more...

Now for the
Cons-
Impossibly hard to queue up online pvp
Some bosses and enemies seem too unfair
Lore seems quick and lazy
Please make enemies smarter (it seems like you just made some enemies shoot a crap ton of bullets just to make up for this)

While I would normally say all of its bugs bear in mind that it is in early access so its not boasting a bug free experience

So all in all I would give this game a 9/10 and I would obligate the creator to make online multiplayer be it pvp or co op to
please focus on it along with bugs please make a server list.. Not going to review it. its 10 bucks and some folks act like its a
59.99 COD or Battlefield...... I like it, its a good time killer...... its very very fun but i suck at the claw mation it took me 1 hour
to get one bear. Kickstarter Backer Review.
Tsioque (like "chalk") is a 2D point and click following a plucky, determined young girl on her adventures through a fantasy
castle. As it has turned out, I couldn't be happier with backing this project.
The game has beautiful hand-drawn animations, and I like the style of the visuals, but you can see that in the screenshots.
There is great imagination in the design of the castle and the set-pieces, and some of the changes that happen across the game
are trully inspired.
The puzzles are generally fun. You'll need to use your noggin abit, but there isn't any moon-logic going on here. That said, a few
are a tad obtuse, and whilst most I solved with a bit of poking around, one I did get help on.
If there are downsides, it could use a hint system, and the developer has said it is in the works. Also some animations run a bit
long, and you can find yourself sitting through them several times whilst trying to get a puzzle solution right.
An aside, the lead dev made this game for his daughter, who plays/is the titular character. It's great to see a true labour of love
turn out as well as this did.. It is two dollars. Keep in mind that you're not getting a sixty dollar game. The battle mechanic is
fun, and it served its purpose of being enjoyable to me. It was worth the two bucks.. First of all it was a positive experience to
encounter a game created to advance the spiritual development of its players. The music is calm and relaxing. The quotes,
inspirations and teachings are well chosen. The overall visual scheme is simplistic and supports the main theme.

However.

Considering the game is supposed to be a spiritual experience, it activates the mind quite a bit. The puzzles and the overarching
goal of achieving and collecting everything available is in contrast with the teachings and quotes about surrendering to the ever-
present, natural flow of life. They align with the controlling mind instead of the all-embracing heart.

Furthermore, as spirituality is usually about going deeper and deeper and finding new aspects to life and reality, the game, in
contrast, remains throughout its lifespan quite one dimensional. The "spirit"-sphere-thing never grows in size nor depth. It stays
throughout the game a dot of life, a nature servant, so to speak. It never evolves into anything greater, with more depth, more
understanding, more scope of vision, more responsibility etc.
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However.

The game as it is inspires a lot of idealization about how a deeper spiritual game would look like. This 2D platform would quite
naturally evolve into a more complex one, and eventually into a 3D one, which in turn would evolve into multidimensional game
spanning galaxies and responsibilities involving civilizations and different forms of life across the multitude of the Oneness of
All That Is.

Also, it evokes an idea of a truly different approach to the game mechanic itself. Usually the player is rewarded the more they
achieve, but imagine a game where not the quantity but the quality matters. The player would truly have to undergo some
development of the psyche to advance into further stages of the game. Now that would be something.

But all in all, I salute the maker of this game for attempting to differentiate itself from the majority of the gaming industry
today, and for focusing on the spiritual aspect of nature and of life. In that regard it is truly the first of it's kind (to my
knowledge at least) and deserving of more attention.. The game is cliche and is generic, very primitive. but what makes this
game so fun is how badly created it is. this game is amazing for speedrunning because of the amount of glitches. i found a glitch
to get the first weapon early and even on to skip the only and final boss fight of the entire game xD. Dont buy this expecting a
well put together game, buy it to explore in depth how screwed and how glitchy a game can get, and then have fun with the
hilarious glitches.. A neat little text based mystery adventure that's recommended with a word of warning. It manages to conjure
up an atmosphere very much its own and for that it deserves praise. However, the parser is awful compared to the parsers of full
bodied text adventures of yore. The amount of possible commands is very limited and inconsistent. When used it'll expect exact
input by the player. Do not expect a dictionary of synonyms. This also means that world building and exploration are *very*
limited. This means that rather than a text adventure, it's more of an interactive novel. In this case though, it kinda works
because of its Kafka-esque tone. Keep this in mind, and it's an enjoyable trip.
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When Ski Lifts Go Wrong is a game where you build a ski lift to try to get skiers from point a to point b. I don’t feel there’s too
much more to say about it, though. I saw it in YouTube, played it for a while, but got bored. I think it’s a good game, but it
didn’t manage to hold my attention for long enough to get a lot of enjoyment from it. I would give it a 5/10.. Cute, fun,
enjoyable and cheap. What else do you want? Buy it.. I wanted this game so bad. I loved the idea and waited for it, but it was not
meant to be, and I cannot exress how much this breaks my heart. I don't usually review games, but this one struck a nerve so
hard I felt I had to. This game will not run. No other programs running, steamvr turned off, it doesn't matter, it just will not.
And it's not like I'm using a potato. I have a GTX 1070 and an 8 core processor with 16gb of ram. In addition, no other VR
game I have purchased from steam does this, so it is the game, not my computer. I had one frame. Every. Five. Seconds. Never
have I seen a game so unoptomised in my life, and I hope I never will again. I loved this game, but I must say for the sake of
your sanity, you musn't purchase it.. Better to spend your time reading Bible I'd say.

PROS
Dabbing, really enjoyed in it's original language, Czech.
Sound effects realistic.
Easy play, puzzles are not hard, kind of intuitive.
Sci-Fi section: flying car, laser-broom.
Graphics (Except missing screen resolution options).
Funny commentary here or there.
Plot can be surprising, commercial references downplay that.

CONS
Hollywood references, settings, politics, etc. undisclosed God\/destiny explaining game rules.
Tutorial, happening out of character.
Detective is using and taking every thing as if it all was his.
Vulgar dialogs, scenes, references, a bit violent.
Technical side, no cut scenes visible on Windows 10 build 1734.285.. This is an awesome game that will entertain you for hours
and hours on end. It is basically a bridge building game with a cool twist. The developers are very in touch with the audience,
which for me completes the whole experience! This is one of my favourite games, because you can do so many things in it like
designing your own levels, completing other people's ones in the Steam Workshop, beating your friend's scores, and much more.
I would really recommend this game if you like bridge building games.. The game isn't really finished and the development has
stopped. No update since last year and if you try to contact the developer, he will never answer you. Don't buy it if you want to
have a cool satellite game with updates. This game is "inofficial" dead. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. It's really sad to see
what happened after the dev stopped working on that.. Can't believe this game has 50%!!! It really is a great game. I only
encountered 1 bug...which is of course the one right before the second to last battle of the entire game. Which did suck. But as
you can see, I got 102 hours out of one play through. Yeah, it sucks I couldn't finish it, but I still recommend the hell out of this
game.

8/10 Would c2d again. An excellent albeit barebones RPG from Spiderweb Software. While Avernum 4 was super difficult and
some what hard to follow, in this iteration you play as Empire's scouts, and then the fun really begins.

These games are difficult, combat wise you'll get your teeth kicked in if you're not careful or prepared. I had a warrior, an
archer, a mage and a priest. Having this setup was instrumental to my easier playthrough.

You must be aware of what you pick and their stats, as experience may be gained or lost and handicaps and advantages can
make battles hard.

Exploration was just supreme. It's the best part of this game. Stumbling upon a crypt or a thief's hiding hole and the brief
description was the most enjoyable aspect of this game. So many times did I just clean out the entire map to get the best items
and supplies (and really, you'll need to!).

The choices in this game are supriginsly abundant and there are some nice rewards depending on your stance. You must be
careful, because some choices may make settlements hate your guts.

This game does drag only because the combat is so difficult and punishing. Never did I feel like I reigned supreme until I started
abusing the game specifically to give me an advantage. When I finished the game, just over forty hours came up and I felt
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exhausted. It will be a while until I move on to the next one.

Comparing it to 4, I'd say there's a bit more to take care of and the characters and enviroments (well everything looks pretty
plain so lets call it regions instead of enviroments) were much more interesting. The challenge areas were far more challenging
then 4 and there was a lot of super ancient evils to give the blade.

There were also a lot of well written quests and dialog. I remember a band of bandits that use a woman to lure you in and after
you slay them all she begs for mercy. If only she was so lucky, and when I sealed her fate she burst into tears, and into gibs as
she took fireballs to the face.

For the value of this game, I'd say as long as you can tolerate the archaic graphics, controls and resolution (I had to play on a
smaller resolution on my 1920x1080 - you'll be in for one treat.

There is also a great walkthrough online for this game, and dont be afraid to cheat so long as it makes you progress the story.
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